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Cracked Line

2020-07-14

vampires don t fall in love except i did not the best decision of my long life i definitely cracked an unspoken line but ariana trounced me as far as line crossing went very few acts constitute crimes in vampire circles hers was the

worst i fled to the old country to buy myself thinking time i still loved her but what she d done was so vile i couldn t set it aside the world is a very different place from when i went into stasis i woke to wars on every side

vampires are scarcely strangers to battle no one s ever accepted us but they ve mostly let us be it s different this time very different mortals won t rest until they ve wiped out magic normally their efforts would be laughable but

they ve coopted help from mages ones they ve imprisoned and systematically stripped of power until the poor sods would agree to anything in exchange for their freedom and their magic we face huge problems but i m tackling

them one by one i ll return to ariana s side but perhaps only as her comrade in arms time will tell if we can be more to each other time and circumstances in a world without magic vampires will wither along with every other

magic wielder i cannot let that happen

Race of Thieves

2018-09-30

you d never know that shatter cage is a were squirrel by looking at him between fake fire charms and his impenetrable confidence everyone believes he s the phoenix he claims to be the lie is a necessary part of his branding

he s determined to become a hero blessed by the oracles and venerated by legions of followers for now he s just one more thief slinging magical artifacts on the black market hoping for infamy to strike like lightning but he s

never going to become canonized if gutterman demon and loan shark gets his pound of flesh from cage first a job offer from the biggest hero cult in america lights a path to fame and enough money to repay gutterman

unfortunately cage s ex girlfriend brigid byrne wants the job as bad as he does whoever steals an artifact named nábrók will be hired and brigid doesn t mind kidnapping poisoning and back stabbing cage to win the race of

thieves is on and cage is bent on scoring nábrók before all his bad decisions catch up with him p p1 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px text indent 28 8px font 12 0px times new roman p p1 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px text

indent 28 8px font 12 0px times new roman

Luna: An Urban Fantasy (Free)

2019-05-19

wanted one lunar witch preferably naïve being born a witch has always been just a detail from my past you know like summer camp or the time timmy ate a bug but now thanks to one very pushy immortal a handful of mutant

shifters a psycho named chaos and a nice guy i think named emmet my magic s become a real pain in my ass san diego was a totally chill choice for college until this whole moon cycle madness was thrown in my lap more like

shoved in my face and now i m bumbling with basic spells crash studying to go from zero to fierce in a matter of days only problem with this test is that it s graded pass fail where failure is death i wouldn t wish magic on
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anyone it attracts all the wrong entities the kind you can t run from the kind who always find you the kind who know your dark secrets even before you do one thing s for sure there s magic in the moonlight books in the mist

riders series luna winter silver dust shadow fall moonlight mist the last rider urban fantasy witch immortals shapeshifters werewolf new adult coming of age paranormal fantasy series witches paranormal elements fantasy

adventure paranormal fantasy contemporary fantasy new release coming of age fantasy romance new adult fantasy strong heroine supernatural mystery supernatural suspense mist riders winter chaos silver dust luna free book

free fantasy free paranormal fantasy free urban fantasy

Warped Line

2020-05-26

i chose stasis a long sleep for me and two of mine hard to time these things but we woke in the eye of a cyclone when i went to sleep to avoid being drained of magic and blood by dark sorcerers vampires weren t exactly on

the endangered species list but not many of us are left no one ever accepted us not mortals and not others with power either at least one of those dams has developed a few cracks supernaturals aren t quite welcoming but they

ll take help from any quarter mortals have declared war on magic and they won t rest until we re all sitting in iron clad prisons what a bunch of cowards if they weren t hiding behind false humanitarian walls they d be honest

about their intentions and kill us outright if they could the world turned into an alien place while i slept not much point returning to my clan house in italy it s probably long since disbanded besides fate tossed me squarely in

ariana s path she s like me a vampire but i hunger for her in a very un vampirelike way she s done her damnedest to chase me away but i m tough to dissuade she doesn t know it but i won t back off until she s mine no matter

what it takes

Guardian

2013-10-29

at the end of the 21st century the future of humanity hangs in the balance caught between the radioactive waste of a half century of nuclear wars and the repressive authority of the republic angels sacrifice their wings to join a

secret fraternity of freedom fighters risking classification as mutants and consignment to the republic s slave dens each warrior is a volunteer but no angel anticipates the full cost of his fall the eyes of the republic are everywhere

delilah desjardins knows she is fated to become the new oracle of the republicÑeven if unseen enemies will murder her to prevent that from happening when her former haven is destroyed and she finds herself on the run delilah

doesnÕt know where to turn Ê rafe is a fallen angel charged with protecting delilah and ensuring she meets her destinyÑeven if she doesnÕt believe heÕs only there to help the powerful attraction between them makes delilah

doubt her ability to resist rafeÕs charmÑand the price she could pay for pleasure she flees rafeÕs protection but that only sets assassins on her trail as rafe races to save delilah he knows he isnÕt just saving her for the good

of the republicÑheÕs saving her for himself apocalyptic fallen angel hero paranormal romance fantasy romance urban fantasy action adventure dystopia romantic suspense guardian
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Keys of Time

2021-02-08

no one can escape the call of time erica shylocke is your average university student in debt and chasing deadlines she also has a secret a curse one she s kept hidden her entire life she was doing a damn good job too until

she was attacked by a lost soul a creature hell bent on consuming her most valuable commodity her soul saved by michael nicholas a time traveller who s as sexy as he is mysterious her whole life is about to unravel and it s

only a matter of time before her secret unravels too no longer content to lurk in the shadows the lost souls are readying themselves to battle for dominion over the souls of earth when they do their vengeance will be swift and

brutal chosen by time itself erica works with michael to uncover the truth behind their rise and it quickly becomes apparent that her secret might give them the edge they desperately need as a band of unlikely heroes comes

together to face off the army of lost souls the fate of the world rests in erica s hands can she make the necessary sacrifices and will they be in time to save the souls of billions soul dominion is an epic urban fantasy with time

travel mystery found family and love perfect for fans of cassandra clare s shadowhunters books and annette marie s the guild codex this series is for you if you love mysteries galore with twists and turns a wide array of

supernaturals from vampires to kitsune chinese painted skin demons to angels shifters and more time travel shenanigans snarky faeries sassy best friends and found family fun british humour and sarcasm love triangles with

slow burn romantic tension global destinations with east asian influences diverse characters with lgbtq representation nb this is the first part of a trilogy one story over three books and not a standalone book

Gambit

2017-09-23

my name is cade cadigan and in a city where supernatural creatures hide in plain sight among humankind i m the only human i know with the power to keep them in line i ve always been able to keep my wizarding ways a

secret until now someone s after me and i m about to blast my way through a dangerous world of monsters and magic to find out who they are this book contains violence and adult language a brand new paranormal urban

fantasy fiction series for lovers of jim butcher s dresden files kevin hearne s iron druid chronicles m d massey s junkyard druid j a cipriano s thrice cursed mage pippa dacosta s veil series al k line s dark magic enforcer domino

finn s black magic outlaw and many others google books keywords urban fantasy magic elf elves elfs dwarf dwarves dwarfs wizards werewolves vampires dragons trolls ogres giants monsters paranormal young male protagonist

tough guy fiction epic fantasy action and adventure jim butcher dresden files kevin hearne iron druid chronicles m d massey junkyard druid j a cipriano thrice cursed mage pippa dacosta the veil series al k line dark magic

enforcer domino finn black magic outlaw

Rebel

2013-11-14

at the end of the 21st century the future of humanity hangs in the balance caught between the radioactive waste of a half century of nuclear wars and the repressive authority of the republic angels sacrifice their wings to join a
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secret fraternity of freedom fighters risking classification as mutants and consignment to the republicÕs slave dens each warrior is a volunteer but no angel anticipates the full cost of his fall the eyes of the republic are

everywhere having sacrificed his wings in a bid to save humanity fallen angel armand has a bold plan to assassinate presidential candidate maximilian blackstone when things go awry and his partner is gravely injured armand

fears he will fail and forever lose the chance to rejoin the angels in heaven theodora is a wraith a woman who officially doesnÕt exist she lives in the shadows taking risks to earn bountiesÑbounties that buy new life for those

she loves captured when her latest hit goes horribly wrong theodora finds herself the prisoner of a strong arrogant stranger soon enough theodora and armand find their missionsÑand their heartsÑentwined but in their desperate

attempt to save the world will they be able to save each other Òa true triumph of storytelling ÓÑfresh fiction Ê urban fantasy romance paranormal romance abduction fantasy romance fallen angel dystopia apocalyptic action

adventure romantic suspense assassin outlaw

Darkness Uprising

2013-10-04

you can run from the battle but there s no escaping the war winx rowan is fighting through the horde of undead savages to return to her family even though she had to leave behind keaton to do it what she finds waiting for her

has her questioning her life her choices maybe even her sanity keaton s at the front of the war efforts trying to bring peace now that the enemy leader has been killed but the attacks are getting worse someone else is out to

conquer the queendom and exact revenge darkness uprising is an urban fantasy romance and third book in the befallen tides series keywords urban fantasy paranormal romance urban fantasy romance werewolf romance

shapeshifter romance angels demons science fiction romance

City Magic - an urban fantasy adventure

2024-01-20

she tried to run away from her destiny and failed kat gets transported back to new orleans with a mandate start a coven of misfits and save the city from an evil threat the problem is no one knows who the threat is what it is or

where it s coming from they only know it s bad and if she can t get the right mix of powers in the coven everybody is screwed it s gonna take all the magic she s got and more if she wants to get it right fans of urban fantasy are

going to enjoy this fast paced glimpse into the world of the crescent city coven and keep reading in ware the cats of war release the cats of war and more

Sins of Eden

2022-07-06

there have always been three gods always until elise kavanagh murdered them a demon named belphegor has entered the origin and become a new god triggering genesis the death and rebirth of the entire universe he wants
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elise to join him in eden for the end of all things but only once she s watched everyone she cares about die painfully under his heel with nothing but a dwindling army of werewolves elise must enter eden slaughter belphegor

and stop the genesis but belphegor s smarter than adam ever was and far crueler he s spent lifetimes preparing for this he will have his world of hellfire he will have victory and he will have elise s life

Keys of Fate

2015-09-29

fate can be cruel left devastated by the attack erica is thrown ever deeper into the shadows of limbo society and she is in danger someone is hunting gatekeepers like her hunting and killing them but why and then there s her

family past the one her mother s kept hidden all her life the one that impacts not only erica s future but guy s too are they ready to face their fate though these are the least of her problems the army of lost souls led by their

mysterious commander is preparing to strike soul dominion is an epic urban fantasy with time travel mystery found family and love perfect for fans of cassandra clare s shadowhunter books and annette marie s the guild codex

this series is for you if you love mysteries galore with twists and turns a wide array of supernaturals from vampires to kitsune chinese painted skin demons to angels shifters and more time travel shenanigans snarky faeries

sassy best friends and found family fun british humour and sarcasm love triangles with slow burn romantic tension global destinations with east asian influences diverse characters with lgbtq representation this is the second part

of a trilogy one story over three books and not a standalone book this is the second part of a trilogy one story over three books and not a standalone book

Riven by Magic: An Urban Fantasy

2022-08-10

sally harris was just an ordinary edinburgh girl except for one thing she could do magic she thought little of this fantastic ability until an encounter with a gorgeous hunk of elven blood took her on a thrilling series of sexy

adventures in the sinister chambers of café insomnia and beyond with vampires demons harpies elves and a witch with an eating disorder this exciting urban fantasy provides an irresistibly readable combination of fantasy

spooks romance and light hearted comedy

Wicked Treasure: An Urban Fantasy Mystery

2016-06-30

enjoy the second book in this action packed urban fantasy series secrets are more valuable than gold kayda kayda verdan and harlow fletcher have been ride or die best friends since they were teenagers and yet when harlow s

life hits the skids after she steals a sentient dragon sword she doesn t seek kayda s help harlow ghosts her friend altogether under the guise of keeping kayda safe kayda is not amused when harlow leaves luma and kayda

behind kayda is downright angry as the collective and their trained werecats try to track harlow down they turn their sights on kayda propelling her into an adventure she never expected an adventure that reveals a secret group
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threatening luma s veil magic and the lives of everyone who resides within the hidden magical city harlow harlow and caspian blackthorn left luma to let the dust settle back home while enjoying some much needed rest and

relaxation they strategize their search for the origins of the sentient sword the road trip leads them to a black market auction where fae are selling dangerous items to fae and mundanes living outside the hubs when harlow and

caspian get their hands on a treasure chest that was extracted from a sunken pirate ship they uncover not just a piece of the sword s past but the collective s the treasure they find is more valuable than gold treasure that

powerful fae would kill for and without magical friends to call for help harlow caspian and the sword will have to fend for themselves so much for a relaxing vacation content warning adult language keywords urban fantasy

contemporary fantasy elves elf vampires vampire fiction magic paranormal mystery hidden city magical sword sentient sword fantasy mystery amateur sleuth female protagonist woman of color supernatural suspense paranormal

suspense supernatural mystery supernatural thriller supernatural mystery fantasy series mystery series urban fantasy series first book sorcerers witches goblins urban fantasy series

Infernal Magic

2021-02-14

ursula has forgotten her past too bad her past won t return the favor ursula can t remember a single thing before three years ago so she has to keep her life simple all she wants is to earn enough money for rent and maybe a

bit left over for a new pair of boots but on her eighteenth birthday all hell breaks loose quite literally when a hellhound shifter shows up in her kitchen kester s lethally gorgeous and he s come with a terrifying message ursula

owes her soul to the goddess of fire no one seems to care that she doesn t remember striking that deal thrust in the middle of a war between the demons of fire and night ursula must reclaim her magical knowledge and her

long forgotten skills with the blade if she wants to escape eternal damnation

Cataclysm, Books 1-4

2020-01-13

bundled together for the first time over 1200 pages of riveting vampiric urban fantasy harsh line my very existence is under attack i ve kept a low profile told myself the craziness sweeping the world would pass me by yeah it

was wishful thinking actually an outright lie but it s kept me sane i ve been hiding out forever in one guise or another currently i run a nightclub ascent is an ask me no questions and i ll tell you no lies haven for everybody i m a

vampire far be it from me to judge my closest ally is a shapeshifting dire wolf i adopted him when he was a scrawny puppy but i m getting ahead of my tale the fragile détente between supernaturals and humans has crashed

and burned i can t avoid the truth any longer lucky for me mortals don t know exactly what i am when i moved to seattle some vampiric sixth sense urged me to play my cards close to my vest but i m done burying my secrets

and my power warped line i chose stasis a long sleep for me and two of mine hard to time these things but we woke in the eye of a cyclone when i went to sleep to avoid being drained of magic and blood by dark sorcerers

vampires weren t exactly on the endangered species list but not many of us are left no one ever accepted us not mortals and not others with power either at least one of those dams has developed a few cracks supernaturals

aren t quite welcoming but they ll take help from any quarter mortals have declared war on magic and they won t rest until we re all sitting in iron clad prisons what a bunch of cowards if they weren t hiding behind false

humanitarian walls they d be honest about their intentions and do their damnedest to kill us outright cracked line vampires don t fall in love except i did not the best decision of my long life i definitely cracked an unspoken line
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but ariana trounced me as far as line crossing went very few acts constitute crimes in vampire circles hers was the worst i fled to the old country to buy myself thinking time i still loved her but what she d done was so vile i

couldn t set it aside we face huge problems but i m tackling them one by one i ll return to ariana s side but perhaps only as her comrade in arms time will tell if we can be more to each other time and circumstances in a world

without magic vampires will wither along with every other magic wielder i cannot let that happen broken line in all my years as a vampire hundreds of them i never imagined humans would be anything other than food rich pure

delectable blood prey that fought back never posed a problem mortals couldn t stand against those of us with supernatural ability that world still exists but it s taken a backseat to humans who ve joined forces with turncoat

mages mortals were never meant to wield power over the long haul they re sure to be very sorry for the choices they ve made maybe someday i ll be a humble innkeeper again but it s so far in the future i can t even think about

it nope for now all i see is blood rivers of it and not running down my gullet either on the plus side i have good friends powerful allies and a vampire who loves me we have to come through this unscathed have to i m ariana

hawke and i take care of what s mine

Rebel Reaper

2019-12-13

come fly with me catchy huh it works for airlines maybe it will work for the dead once i launch my own reaping business except my new tagline will be come die with me back when my life was simpler i thought all i had to do

was hold gateways for the dead to pass through silly me i actually enjoyed reaping almost like a drug or fine old whiskey it made me high filled me with delight and left me glowing with the rightness of providing a last bit of

compassion good little reaper that i am i never examined any of it too deeply just crafted portals exactly as death trained me ha she neglected to mention i command way more magic than she d let on in reaper school death

smiled pretty to my face and then lied to me used me me and all the other reapers i can t not reap it s hardwired into me but i can tell death i quit big words i have no idea if i ve got the guts to follow through or what death

would do about open insubordination i ve always liked to live on the wild side though so i guess i m about to find out

The Spellslinger

2023-11-07

lincoln marshall has failed the godslayer is trapped in her worst nightmares his only chance of repairing the timeline is dead he s stuck a decade in the past with sophie keyes and the world is falling apart held captive by the

union lincoln and sophie must fight to repair a timeline rapidly unraveling james faulkner has survived but he s not whole he s divided into angel and demon his ambition and obsession severed from his power and passion his

angel side wants to rescue elise his demon side wants to rescue the world at any cost even if it means letting elise die between their brilliant minds they ve conceived a plan that can repair the timeline the only price is their lives
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First Bite

2021-09-25

urban fantasy and paranormal romance with bite ten full length novels featuring vampires as villains heroes anti heroes love interests and sometimes a bit of all the above sink your teeth into these novels by award winning and

usa today bestselling authors download this collection now about the books grendel beowulf by c gockel a curmudgeonly monster and the hero destined to destroy her they might save the world if they can keep from killing each

other an enemies to lovers romance in a world where myths and fairy tales are real falling dark by christine pope after surviving a near fatal car accident serena quinn grapples with uncontrollable visions retreating from society

to escape their grasp and when a mysterious attack exposes her to a hidden world of scheming vampires the enigmatic silas emerges as her sole protector a scarlet pathogen by c rene astle mina sun is dying for life to return to

normal after her mother s sudden death so she goes out for a night of drinking and dancing and wakes up to a life she never dreamed existed surrounded by vampires werewolves and demons will life ever be normal again

crimson trial by holly hook in a world where vampires reign humans suffer and challenging the elite is forbidden i broke the rules striving to change our fate i catch the eye of the powerful and relentless vampire he reenters my

life with a chilling proposition you re mine harsh line by ann gimpel i ve been hiding out forever in one guise or another my nightclub ascent is an ask me no questions and i ll tell you no lies haven for everybody i m a vampire

far be it from me to judge dead rising by debra dunbar when necromantic magic threatens the humans and supernaturals in baltimore it s up to templar aria ainsworth to right the wrongs and put the dead back in their graves

when vamps bite by nicole zoltack detective clarissa tempest is determined to keep her city safe from vampires but first she needs to convince her team that they exist at all suspended from the force clarissa has no choice but

to take matters into her own hands blood vice by angela roquet when detective jenna skye wakes up in the morgue to discover her partner is dead she thinks her night can t get any worse then she finds a werewolf squatting in

her house and drops dead at dawn she s always wanted to take a bite out of crime though maybe not this literally moonlight roses murder by lorri moulton anna violetta carsini selina is a woman with a secret and she has been

hiding it for a very long time when someone leaves a body behind her club she is drawn into a web of mystery and murder aurora sky vampire hunter by nikki jefford her rare blood type sealed her fate as a vampire hunter in

alaska now eighteen year old aurora sky must evade the biggest threat of all a forbidden love keywords free urban fantasy free fantasy romance free paranormal romance free vampire ebooks free templar free demons free fae

free demigods free legends free vampire hunters free paranormal mystery free fantasy adventure free epic fantasy

Wizard's Creed - The Complete Series (An Urban Fantasy Omnibus)

2015-03-18

in a town where magic festers beneath the surface and monsters stalk the shadows someone has to fight for the innocent they call him wizard fixer finder but mostly they call him creed hexed by a witch stalked by a werewolf

haunted by a crazy ghost creed s the one you call to get his hands dirty so you don t have to snark meets magic and creed is born meet at your own risk if you like snarky heroes lots of action and a healthy dose of grit and

gore you ll love n p martin s series of urban fantasy occult suspense novels explore the wizard s creed universe today buy the boxset to get five books you won t want to put down
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Monsters of Winter

2020-08-25

trolls mad science government secrets dr autumn pike had thought she d seen it all when her secret war project is shut down the desperate doctor will do anything to save her pets a circus performer s niece introduces autumn

to a unique menagerie of retired circus acts and supernaturals as time runs down on the kill order autumn must convince the circus to help or lose her trolls forever monsters of winter is a fast paced creature filled urban fantasy

adventure set in 1920s new york if you love historical fantasy quirky characters and the roaring 20s buy now to jump into autumn s adventure this fantasy short story will tickle your sense of adventure and have you cheering for

this wayward doctor and her monsters keywords historical fantasy 1920s fantasy dieselpunk urban fantasy short story fast reads fantasy

Omega

2022-05-02

ten years ago deirdre tombs died when she was reborn the next day deirdre had become a shapeshifter who can t shift shapes nobody knows what animal she s supposed to be she s definitely not a werewolf the alpha rylie

gresham can t force her to transform like other members of her pack now deirdre is considered an omega the weakest shapeshifter in the pack a vulnerable position when everton stark demands tribute from rylie he wants to be

the dominant alpha the only alpha and he plans to make her pack submit whether they want to or not stark can make every shapeshifter obey him by force of will alone every shapeshifter except dierdre the shifter who can t

shift is the only hope for rylie to win the war against stark it will take everything deirdre has to survive undercover in his den but can an omega s will be stronger than that of a charismatic deadly alpha like everton stark page 4

of cover

Shadows of the Heart

2021-05-17

i have one simple task to complete to earn my way back home too bad the monster i need to capture is hunting me too nobody said fae life was easy i have one minor loose end to tie up before i ll be allowed to return to faerie

an invisible soul eating creature is on the loose at a major fantasy convention and the hotel manager thinks that monsters only exist in fairy tales as if living in a horror movie isn t bad enough my brother rhys and the gargoyle i

m getting too attracted to seem to have some sort of history between them instead of a loose end i m dealing with the unraveling of my life can i defeat the soul eater in time to meet the conditions of my return to faerie or will

my life as well as those of the convention goers be sacrificed for greed ambition and a good performance review or worst of all will love tempt me to stay on earth in this second installment of the fae files reine has to balance

her desire to return home with the humanity she doesn t want to admit she has and the need for a love she can t accept if you like snarky con icted heroines slow burn romance subplots and lots of drama then shadows of the

heart is the book for you grab shadows of the heart to immerse yourself in a strange yet familiar new world today
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The Demon's Shadow: An Urban Fantasy Thriller (Myth & Magic, Book 3)

2016-02-15

when demons walk the earth only the most powerful witch can stop them detective inspector christian winter of the magical investigations department has always taken pride in his immense magical abilities but his powers are

put to the ultimate test when he goes undercover to infiltrate a group of witches seeking to summon a demon to christian s horror they succeed in conjuring a malevolent demon lord hellbent on destroying the witches council

and unleashing his demonic brethren on the world the demon s shadow magic makes him nearly invincible and when he possesses christian s body the stakes rise to terrifying heights with a demon wearing his face and time

running out to stop the apocalypse christian must rely on unlikely allies his long lost brother and his partner at the mid who is harbouring secrets of her own they are the only ones standing between the demon and the

annihilation of witch kind christian must risk everything to save the world and his soul crackling with suspense packed with pulse pounding action and thrilling magic the demon s shadow is a bewitching urban fantasy thriller

perfect for fans of jim butcher ben aaronovitch and benedict jacka buy your copy now and join christian as he battles the demons without and within

Hound of Hades Books 1-4

2019-04-17

meet mal unemployed antisocial a god s living weapon the old gods are fighting for control of the modern world but to keep their wars secret from the mortals they need the marked humans ripped from their ordinary lives gifted

with divine power and trained to work from the shadows to ensure their gods victory by any means necessary join reluctant assassin mal keyne on her first four adventures as she protects new york city from hades s rivals

struggles to reclaim her lost humanity and rushes in where angels fear to tread death trace it s been ten years since mal died five years since the god hades dragged her from the underworld and forged her through blood and

pain into his living weapon and in five minutes the only other agent of hades she trusts will die memory game with hades s temple in ruins mal has a new mission keep humanity from discovering the truth behind the attack and

mnemosyne goddess of memory is happy to help all she wants in return is one human dead a human who happens to have the power to level entire buildings with a thought ghost town a single moment of weakness stopped

mal from closing an underworld gate now the city is paying the price two spirits are haunting the streets of manhattan and one of them has a body count night terrors when a plague of waking nightmares sweeps through new

york mal s race to save hades s last scrap of territory will turn her against her oldest friends unearth a secret the gods themselves have kept buried for thousands of years and test the limits of an alliance she thought was

unshakable

Once Darkness Falls

2019-07-26

the council is dead long live the new council how do you have a council of one amazon top 100 bestselling author brownstone is working to get back into a rhythm but the last remaining council member is seeking brownstone
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shay has jobs to do but can she leave brownstone alone without him dying can lt hall go back to the aet after delivering a personal beat down without doing paperwork james runs across a dog almost literally but it disappears

on him can he find it again or was it just an oriceran trick brownstone has the whispers of doom in his head all the time can he ignore the desire to lose his mind to the power the amulet contains when everyone has blood on

their hands who will karma decide is going to die because we all know karma can be a bitch scroll back to the top and click read for free or buy now and kick back for a fun action packed adventure that will have you yelling for

the good guys and laughing at just how badly brownstone can infuriate shay especially with his fashion sense and how thoroughly shay mystifies brownstone as she tries to uncover what makes him tick note this book contains

cursing perhaps humorous cursing but cursing nonetheless if this offends you i don t suggest reading this book

Karma Is A Bitch: An Urban Fantasy Action Adventure

2022-08-01

past mistakes never stop haunting a dark spell enslaves the phoenixes dunham unleashes their elemental powers against those who murdered his family while the deposed wyldfae queen uses them to lure even bigger prey

vitae s desperate crusade to save mare takes a darker turn putting him at odds with quayla with quayla on the run and vitae setting up his own kingdom the sidhe turn atlanta into a bloody playground an unexpected ally

emerges to help quayla s fight for freedom and a betrayal brings vitae face to face with the sidhe royals with the phoenixes pitted against one another and true death a certainty can atlanta s dwindling shield prevent the sidhe

from devouring mankind

Vengeful are the Drowned

2021-01-12

she thought she could pay the price little did she know that even she has her limits despite that it s her own family s lives at stake cassandra summons demons and demons are infamous for asking for favors in return for their

help yet she is determined to pay the price no matter how high without their help she will never succeed in freeing her parents and sister who have been captured by the demon king but when the vampire tribunal gets wind of

her nightly activities she is forbidden to ever summon a demon again if she doesn t comply it would mean the death of her vampire guardians siblings sam and riika at her wit s end she decides to enlist the help of the local

demon master a decision that comes with a price much greater than she had ever imagined a book for fans of sabrina lucifer and supernatural grab it now praise for demon master the whole book is full of exciting twists that

make you want to keep reading a story packed with action and mystery a story about love romance friendship and the supernatural world plenty of ingredients to satisfy you as a reader

Demon Master

2013-02-22
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when the going gets tough the tough get their hands dirty join ny times bestselling author faith hunter usa today bestselling author r j blain and national bestselling authors diana pharaoh francis and devon monk on a wild romp

where the damsels bring the distress and what can go wrong will go wrong venture into a thrilling spinoff tale from the world of jane yellowrock join vacationing gods in what appears to be a quiet ordinary town visit a

supernatural hotel where the bedbugs could very well eat you and dive into the zany deadly world of the magical romantic comedy with a body count series in this collection of all new urban fantasy novellas and other stories no

job is too big or too small if the price is right

Dirty Deeds

2018-01-22

winx is a daevor a demon who can coerce people into killing themselves after using her powers to avenge her sister s death she s sentenced to have her wings severed and serve as a soldier but winx refuses to play by the

rules she goes into hiding at a bdsm club in los angeles where nobody would think to look for a deadly daevor keaton s friends and family are under attack by savages people who arise from death as soulless monsters winx is

the only one with the power to defeat them and keaton is determined to harness her dark powers no matter what it takes cursed by darkness is the first in an urban fantasy series and it includes the short story killed by darkness

Cursed by Darkness

2022-09-01

some secrets refuse to remain buried the winged messiahs who rule the district beyond the pearly gates have given humanity a choice live outside with the threat of being warped by magic or petition for entry at the cost of their

free will the deal sucks for others but its fine by serenity harker because outside no one can discover her secret hunger outside serenity can go on pretending she has control but one slip is all it takes for her carefully crafted

facade to unravel exiled to midnight the district of moonlight and monsters her hunger finally has a name here nephilim protectorate are the only line of defence between humans and dangerous magic the protectorate males

want to help her fit in but their terrifying charismatic leader refuses to let her off the leash just when it feels like she s banging her head against pectorals of steel a chance to prove her worth leads to a case that will test the

limits of her control the stakes are raised and the nightmare begins it looks like she may have to do the unthinkable she may have to lose control angels fallen nephilim and arthurian legend are given a fresh twist in this sexy

thrilling urban fantasy series fans of lost girl and true blood will surely enjoy it

Protector of Midnight

2014-03-01

meet dar dar hates magic years ago dar was dating joel a talented magician she met at the beginning of college but then joel told her he was going away to study magic at one of the best training programs in the world but dar
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well she just wasn t going to fit in with that new life because she didn t have magic not that there s anything wrong with that of course so joel left her behind these days dar s happy she s living in her hometown of salem

massachusetts in a cute condo with her girlfriend gretel she s got a normal job planning events for a hotel she plays softball in the spring and she can keep any and all magic on the outskirts of her life it s been years since joel

left and dar is happy but now joel s back and despite his claims that he s in town for business and he just came by to say hi things are going wrong for dar and between joel s presence and a wedding that s threatening to burn

down her workplace it looks like magic might be making a permanent return to her life the problem with magic is 40k words and is book 1 of the magic city series

The Problem with Magic

2018-08-19

a brutal murder there are scratches on cèsar hawke s arms a discharged glock on his coffee table and a dead woman in his bathtub yeah maybe he brought the waitress home for some fun he was too drunk to remember it but

he knows for a fact that he didn t kill her he s an agent with the office of preternatural affairs he doesn t hurt people he saves them the cops disagree now cèsar is running the search for a shaman isobel stonecrow speaks with

the dead for the right price she brings closure to the bereaved and heals broken hearts but when she resurrects someone for the wrong client she ends up on the opa s most wanted list one risky solution tracking down isobel is

the last case assigned to cèsar before he bolts if he finds her he can prove that he didn t kill that waitress he can clear his name get his job back and bring justice to the victim she s just one witch cèsar has bagged a dozen

witches before how hard can one more be keywords urban fantasy supernatural thriller supernatural mystery paranormal urban fantasy werewolf shapeshifter angels demons science fiction free urban fantasy novel free books

free paranormal exorcist urban fantasy series

Witch Hunt

2024-04-23

i m a mage problem is it might kill me in another life i was an investigator a hunter and a problem solver it was great until it wasn t when tragedy struck i gave up my entire life and got as far away from my problems as i could

now i m in london working at a university library stacking books and keeping my head down it s the normal life i wanted until levi shows up he s wants a book in my library and no way in hell am i going to give it to him there s

something special about this book maybe even dangerous and it s my job to protect it but now i m stuck with this sexy smart mouthed mage who won t leave me alone worse he s isn t the only person who wants the book all of

a sudden this new life i ve built for myself gets a whole lot more dangerous if i want to survive i need to figure out what the hell is going on and i think that the only way out is through teaming up with tansey morgan author of

the hit series the last serpent katerina martinez is back doing what she does best writing gripping action packed urban fantasy you won t want to put down if you like snark danger action and romance with a bit of bite this book

is for you
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Demons and Deception

2019-01-29

my name is marney and i am immortal i walk the night hunting rogue vampires and keeping humanity safe i work alone i prefer it that way anyone who gets close to me ends up dead but when a hunt for a deadly rogue goes

wrong i m forced to accept help and that help comes from a man whose smoky good looks and easy charm begin to thaw my heart of ice there s only one problem he s a vampire the sworn enemy of an immortal my duty tells

me one thing my heart another can i figure this out before the whole of london pays the price immortals of london is an action packed enemies to lovers urban fantasy romance with a kick ass heroine a hot as hell hero and a

host of characters you ll fall in love with this box set contains all three books in the series rogue hunter shadow dancer and night walker

Immortals of London

2015-07-08

sophie keyes has made a mistake that might destroy the universe the traveler has an offer go back in time fix your mistake and save the world easy except that fixing sophie s mistake means destroying her life and lincoln

marshall won t stand to see that happen not if he can time travel with them to find another way their attempt to jump into the past goes awry and dumps them into reno 2006 where elise kavanagh is in hiding with james faulkner

it s a delicate moment in the timeline and if lincoln takes a single wrong step he ll change everything he can t go to elise for help he can t speak to the woman he s loved for years touch her again kiss her not unless he s willing

to bring the universe that much closer to destruction for the godslayer lincoln might be willing to lose it all for the traveler it might be a step too far war is breaking out in reno 2006 and the consequences threaten to ripple

through time assuming that they don t make the entire world fall apart first book 3 of the a fistful of daggers series

Hell's Hinges

2014-11-02

even for a techno shaman a kachina in the bedroom isn t exactly part of the drill when olivia lawson wakes to find one towering over her she panics a hopi god visiting the real world isn t just wrong it s impossible or is it soon

olivia learns that the kachina is the least of her worries as she struggles to save her clients clashes with other shamans and fends off the attacks of real world vigilantes olivia finds herself in the destructive path of a malevolent

ancient force intent on leaving the spiritual realm to conquer this one left with few options olivia is forced to defy centuries of shaman prohibitions as she and her allies risk everything in their bid for survival olivia ultimately learns

that the rules are there for a reason and that breaking them has a terrible cost
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Shaman, Healer, Heretic

isobel stonecrow s life has an expiration date one month two weeks four days and six hours remaining not that she s counting when she signed a contract giving her soul and memories to a demon named ander she didn t

expect that she would ever have to face termination but now ander is dead and she ll be following suit if she can t find a way to dissolve the deal too bad she can t remember anything from the time before she signed the

contract fritz friederling a billionaire demon hunter who owns several businesses in hell isn t ready to give up on isobel but she isn t sure that working with fritz is better than dying she doesn t know much about her past life but

she knows that she signed ander s contract for a reason and that getting away from fritz was a significant part of it escaping her contract means remembering the life that she chose to forget and it means trusting fritz friederling

who isobel fears might be the biggest danger of all

Deadly Wrong

discover an urban fantasy based on egyptian mythology and set in an alternative version of modern london york where the egyptian empire took the place of the romance empire follow ani a trainee priestess in the temple of

anubis as she learns about mummification the rites of the dead and temple politics alongside her jackal familiar and the high priest s son nik a rival blessed family drama and a high priest determined to punish them make ani

and nik s jobs harder than they should be when ani and nik travel to the york temple of anubis to oversee the burial rites of a distant relative of nik s the last thing they expect is to find themselves uncovering more temple

secrets with a new blessed at the temple a body to prepare and their concerns over what might be happening in london to contend with they already have their hands full can ani call on a favour from her mentor in order to

uncover the truth behind the temple s new blessed apprentice secrets of the chosen is book 4 in the apprentice of anubis an urban fantasy series based on egyptian mythology and featuring a slow burn friends to lovers

workplace romantic subplot a jackal familiar and the duties of an embalmer if you love egyptian mythology alternative versions of the modern day temple politics slow burn workplace romance and a world where the gods are real

then start the apprentice of anubis series today with apprentice of the dead the apprentice of anubis search terms keywords urban fantasy uf supernatural suspense fantasy contemporary fantasy magic magical alternative history

alternative timeline egyptian mythology ancient egypt gods anubis mummification embalming mortician slow burn romance friends to lovers romance workplace romance established couple mystery investigation contemporary

fantasy fantasy romance romantic subplot familiar jackal temple politics priests

Secrets Of The Chosen
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